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ENDURO RALLY „PABRADĖ 2016“ 

ADDITIONAL REGULATIONS 

2017 September 23
rd

     

 
1. MEETING PLACE (RACERS‘ ENCLOSURE, PARKING ZOME) 

 Place: racers‘ enclosure 

(square near the tactical 

town "Battle of the City", 

Pabradė polygon) 

 Time: from 7:30 h. 

MAP 
 

2. ADDITIONAL REGSITRATION  

 Place: judges house (next 

to the tactical town "Battle 

of the City" square).  

 Time: 7:30-9:30 h. 

 During registration, 

participants must: 

o Sign the documents; 

o Take rally stickers and GPSs; 

o Find out the starting numbers and times. 

 
3. TECHNICAL CONTROL PASS 

 Place: tactical town square, enclose area near the enclosed parking area (look for directions) 

 Time: 8:30-11:00 h. (not later than 30 min. left before the team indicated starting time)  

 Preparing for technical control:  

o Start number must be sealed on helmet’s back side; second one on the motorcycle’s front; third 

one on the motorcycle’s left side (seal on in the way so participant, sitting on a motorcycle, or 

a part of motorcycle would not be able to cover it). 

o Take a control picture with team's number  

o Team must have a start package.  

o Additional ATV must have: 

 Strop (who has winch) 

 Air extinguisher (recommendation) 

o And other points in main enduro rally regulation. 

 
4. MOTORCYCLE PARKING IN ENCLOSED PARKING AREA 

 Place: tactical town square, after technical control move into a closed parking area (look for 

directions) 

 Time: 8:30-11:00 h. 
 Place technique in enclosed starting zone according to starting time (start TOURIST, SOFT, 

HARD, ATV SPORT, ATV UTILITY). 

 In the enclosed parking zone it is forbidden to start the engine. The engine must be off when 

motorcycle is brought to the starting line (except quads). 
 

 

 

5. INSTRUCTION 

https://www.google.lt/maps/place/55%C2%B003'28.7%22N+25%C2%B051'18.9%22E/@55.057969,25.8530653,605m/data=!3m2!1e3!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x0!8m2!3d55.057969!4d25.855254
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 Place: tactical town square, near the scene  

 Time: 9:45-9:55 h. 

 
6. START 

 Place: tactical town square, exit from enclosed parking zone (look for directions) 

 Time: from 10:00 h. Starting every 30 – 60 sec., first start TOURIST class  

 Motorcycle must be pulled to the starting line (except quads).  

 Participant, who was late for a start more than one minute, is postponed to his class start times 

end. 

 After individual start the time norm starts. Time norm is 6.5 hours for all classes (SOFT, HARD, 

ATV SPORT, ATV UTILITY). 

 
7. SS1 (SPECIAL–6KM. ENCLOSED RALLY TRACK) 

 Place: Pabradė military area (sands near the tactical town) 

 TOURIST class cannot start in SS1 

 Time:  

O Opening time from 10:10 h. Start every 30-60 sec. 

O Closing time 12:00 h. 

O According to head judge's decision SS opening and closing times, and track can be 

adjusted  

 Start with the working engine. 

 Ride only one SS lap. 

 There will be no introduction to SS track. 

 SS finish is fixated after stopping a motorcycle at the marked finish line. When stopped, finish line 

must be between motorcycle’s axes.  

 For unpassed SS, the time will be taken - the worst team passed time of SS plus 1200 sec. for 

each. Team will be ranked in a separate list, below all of the remaining teams, which passed SS.  

 In case of unforeseen circumstances, the SS route can be adjusted by the decision of the head 

judge. 

 
8. SS2 (SPECIAL - 3 KM. ENCLOSED ENDURO TRACK) 

 Place: Forest involving Meškerinės ponds area. 

 TOURIST class cannot start in SS2 

 Time:  

O Opening time from 10:20 h. Start every 30-60 sec. according to the order of arrival in SS 

O Closing time 12:20 h. 

O According to head judge's decision SS opening and closing times, and track can be 

adjusted  

 Start with the working engine. 

 Ride only one SS lap. 

 There will be no introduction to SS track. 

 SS finish is fixated after stopping a motorcycle at the marked finish line. When stopped, finish line 

must be between motorcycle’s axes.  

 For unpassed SS, the time will be taken - the worst team passed time of SS plus 1200 sec. for 

each. Team will be ranked in a separate list, below all of the remaining teams, which passed SS.  

 In case of unforeseen circumstances, the SS route can be adjusted by the decision of the head 

judge. 

. 
 

9. ORIENTATION ROUTE (ABOUT 85 KM THROUGH OFF ROAD AND GENERAL ROADS IN COMPLIANCE 

WITH THE ROAD RULES) 
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 After SS2 finish, competition continues with orientation part.  

 When riding through mandatory route displayed in GPS, participants must collect (it is strictly 

forbidden to move in the opposite direction), i.e. capture with camera in order CP points. Picture 

must include clear CP number - at least one team member’s helmet with the number.  

 In the mandatory part of the route, there are two bonus CP points marked A07X and A08X, which 

only apply to the ATV UTILITY class. Teams who have chosen to take these bonus points have 

the opportunity to receive bonus points (30 seconds), thus improving (deducting) the result of the 

SS time. In these CP points (A07X and A08X) in the picture must be included at least one-

member helmet with a team number and with their motorcycle or quad bike. If the team decides 

not to take the bonus points, they continue to ride by crossing nearby roads. These (A07X and 

A08X) points are optional. 

 A017XXX point (famous peaty intersection) is valid for all classes, it must be taken in the usual 

order, in sequence. 

 CP points marked in red (see the pictures, sent be e-mail the day before the rally). 

 Orientation part has 3 routes: HARD, SOFT and UTILITY.  
9.1. HARD route (about 85 km) For HARD ENDURO class participants 

9.2. SOFT route (about 85 km) For SOFT ENDURO, ATV SPORT and TOURIST class participants 

9.3. UTILTY route (about 85 km) For ATV UTILITY class participants 

 After finishing SS1, SS2 and orientation route, from the participants parking safely move toward 

SS3. 

 The day before the competition it will be sent by e-mail the check points table („cheat sheet“). 

 
10. FUEL ZONE 

 Place 1: Racers‘enclosure (tactical town square)  

 Place 2: between A07 (A07X) and A08 (A08X) Coordinates: N54.99067, E25.71522  

 
11. SS3 (SPECIAL – 6KM. ENCLOSED RALLY TRACK)  

 Place: Pabradė military area (sands near the tactical town) 

 TOURIST class has a possibility to start in SS3. 

 Time:  

O Opening time from 15:30 h. Start every 30-60 sec. according to the order of arrival in SS 

O Closing time 18:20 h. 

O According to head judge's decision SS opening and closing times, and track can be 

adjusted  

 Other start procedures are the same as before in SS. 

 
12. SS4 (SPECIAL - 3KM. ENCLOSED RALLY TRACK) 

 Place: Forest involving Meškerinės ponds area 

 TOURIST class has a possibility to start in SS4 

 Time:  

O Opening time from 15:10 h. Start every 30-60 sec. according to the order of arrival in SS 

O Closing time 18:30 h. 

O According to head judge's decision SS opening and closing times, and track can be 

adjusted  
 Other start procedures are the same as before in SS. 

 SS4 finish is also a finish of RALLY (record the time norm End). 

 THE END OF COMPETITION 18:30 h. According to head judge’s decision this time can be 

adjusted. 

 After reaching the finish line the time norm counting stops. 

 The finish line must be crossed by both participants and their motorcycles. 

 Cameras and navigation must be given to the judges in the judges’ house. 
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 After the competition the race route must be removed from the navigation. Failure not to deliver 

and removal of the route from the navigation will cause disqualification of the participants. 

 
13. ENDURO RALLY RESULTS ANNOUNCEMENT AND AWARDS 

 Place: judges house (: tactical town square)  

 Time: 19:30 h. (preliminary results 15-20 min earlier) 

 Detailed results announcement in www.endurolithuania.com no later than 5 working days after the 

race. 

 At the end of the year additional ceremonial awards will take place on the annual LMSF event in 

Kaunas. For more information: www.lmsf.lt 

 
14. THE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 

 Event organizer, head judge - Paulius Albertavičius (+370 616 21788) 

 General Secretary – Gabrielė Gruslienė (+370 699 78002) 

 Technical control judge – Remigijus Gančierius  

 Organizers clothing is with bright orange vests. 

 
15. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR TOURIST CLASS 

Enduro rally competition has fifth not timed or points recorded TOURIST Class. In this class riders 

can participate, who have a team with an unlimited number of members riding in any class of 

motorcycles. The team can be mixed; meaning different classes of motorcycles can form a team. 

 TOURIST class participants will ride through SOFT route and will have a possibility to try SS3 

(sands near the tactical town) and SS4 (Forest involving Meškerinės ponds area). The same 

security condition applies for this class. This class is not timed nor points recorded, meaning 

participants of this class cannot compete for the main awards. TOURIST class participants after 

successfully finishing enduro rally orientation route, and after showing the judges all CP's on 

camera and removal of the route from the navigation, will be awarded with diplomas for 

successful participation (judges house). 

 
16. GOOD TO KNOW 

 A warming music starts from 18:00 h., photo presentation via projector at 19:00 h. 

 There will be hot food provider. 

 Free of entrance for spectators 

 The day before the competition, spectators will be able to download the map with difficult control 

points from the official competition website: www.endurolithuania.com 

 Clubs, which have their flags, we invite to hang them next to the stage (judges’ house).  

 

Race organizer contact 

VŠĮ „Enduro Lithuania“  

Paulius Albertavičius 

E-mail: paulius@endurolithuania.com 

Mob.tel.: +370 616 21788 

 

http://www.endurolithuania.com/
http://www.lmsf.lt/
http://www.endurolithuania.com/
mailto:paulius@endurolithuania.com

